40O	EUROPE   AT   PLAY
ski-ing* They tell me you will hardly get a dance unless
you are a "K" man. Perhaps if you can prove that you
arc a *4G" man as portrayed in American police films,
you may get an odd word or two thrown at you.
Of course, St. Moritss is on the itinerary, after which
a trip in the Mitropa Railway over the Bernina Pass to
Tirano is the next move, The scenery is perfect, and the
small-gauge train goes nice and quietly, slowing down
occasionally almost to a standstill to allow a flock of
Wyandottcs (or perhaps they are Leghorns, as it is in
Italy) to cross the road, on parts of which the railway runs.
Recall D. W, Frcshfield's description in his Italian
Alps of this descent from the mountains, where "the
pines stand stiff in regimental ranks to resist the assaults
of winter and rough weather, From the last brow over-
looking the Val Tellina the eye rests on one of those
wonderful landscapes which tell the Southward-bound
traveller that he has reached his goal and is at last in
Italy, The great barrier is crossed and the North is also
behind us. The broad shining town of Sondrio, girt by
towers and villas, wears, after the poor hamlets of the
mountains, a stately air, . * ."
And so does the station-master with his imposing
gold-peaked red cap and that impressive wave of arms
which sends us off on our three-hour journey to Milan*
From this vantage-point 1 can get easily to Sestri&res
to the west* or Cortina d'Ampezzo to the north-east,
However, fond as I am of seeing these various snow
resorts, I am unable to take part in the sterner snow-
sports, due to the fact that a flying piece of iron proved
hatder than the flesh and bone of a leg, on a visit to
Fmce some twenty years ago.
Therefore Milan itself lets me combine both duty and

